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Hello, and welcome to the fIFTH
publication of AUSTIN DRUMMER
MAGAZINE. In this issue, we are meetingup with Wayne Salzmann II Educator,
studio drummer, and Eric Johnson
backbeat.
Since we got together in February, I’ve done a phone interview with Rich Redmond, a video
lesson I plan to share soon with the great Brannen Temple, and a sit down with Wayne
Salzmann, our summer cover.
We lost one of Austin’s coolest drummers and an endless pool of wisdom for anyone lucky
enough to cross his path or get to visit with “Frosty” Smith.
We’ve been subject to some pretty severe changes in our political system, and I’m not sure
how that’s going to work-out.
The drumming is always plentiful and creative in our city, and I hope to catch up with more
drummers that are making a mark in our scene.
We have added a lot of new readers, and I plan to carry on with ADM as long as there
continues to be a robust music scene in our community.
Thanks for taking this trip with me, hope it’s informative, educational and entertaining.
nic
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THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE DRUMMER
By Joel Rothman
My brother and I grew up in a single-parent home in Brooklyn, New York, and since My mother didn't own a car we always
used public transportation to get around. Aside from visiting relatives in other boroughs, as a kid the only traveling outside the
city I did was when someone drove me with my drums to the Catskill Mountains (known as the "Borscht Belt," where many
well-known entertainers got their first start) in order to play with a band in various resort hotels during summer vacations from
high school. While studying percussion privately I always imagined that traveling on the road with a band, seeing new and
exciting places, would be not only a valuable experience but also an adventure. So you might imagine how I felt when I
received an unexpected phone call from a bandleader saying I was highly recommended by my teacher to sub for his drummer
who contracted Chicken Pox, of all things. Apparently, his band was booked and due to begin a four-week stint at a nightclub
in Kokomo, Indiana, a place I had only vaguely heard of in the lyrics of some tune. The bandleader explained if I accepted the
gig we would have to leave very early the next morning in order to arrive on time. Without hesitation, I said, "Yes!” The timing
was perfect. I had recently graduated from high school and was taking a year off to devote myself to practicing drums, mallets,
and piano before entering university. I was told I would receive $300 a week, more money than I'd ever been paid before, but
in truth, I would have accepted the job without pay, such was my fantasy of life on the road with a band. Reality would soon
prove far less of an adventure than I imagined.
Apparently, the band was a four-piece entertaining group, and at 5 a.m. the next morning the other three members showed up in
front of my apartment house in a small black Ford, which needed a thorough cleaning in a car wash. In the back seat sat a
pretty petite female singer who played bass—she was newly-married to the pianist who sat beside her. The leader of the group
who phoned me was a trumpet player—he was the owner and driver of the car. Each of the three was in their thirties, so with
my baby face I must have appeared even younger than the seventeen-year-old kid that I was. We would have to drive
practically non-stop to Indiana, ( the Hoosier state) to start playing at 9 p.m. that same evening. My drums were quickly
fastened to the roof of the car, next to the singer's bass. I said my goodbyes to my mother and brother, then we were quickly on
our way.
The pianist and his wife sat cuddled, half-acknowledging my presence, and after the initial obligatory hellos, they hardly said a
word to me for the rest of the trip. As he drove, the leader, filled me in on all the particulars. Aside from playing dance
music, the group was expected to put on a thirty-minute show each night. The pianist's wife was the featured jazz-style singer,
while the rest of the band played solos and sang backup harmony. Since I wasn't familiar with their harmonies, I was to play an
extended drum solo. Within a few days, however, I learned the harmonies and was able to join in the singing.
The drive was long, tiring and uneventful. When I wasn't sleeping, I enjoyed viewing the unfamiliar green countryside. When
we finally arrived in Kokomo, we barely had time to check into our hotel, shower, change our clothes, and get to the club to
set-up and begin playing. Luckily the hotel was close to the nightclub. It was a couple of steps above a dive, semi-clean, but
with a very friendly staff. We had two rooms--the leader, and I slept in one room, while the pianist and his wife slept in the
other. After downing a quick dinner, we finally arrived at the club, where I rapidly assembled my drums. The leader was
understandably nervous about how I would perform without any previous rehearsal, Of course, I had some butterflies as well,
but I'd been playing drums semi-professionally since I was a young boy and had plenty of experience for my age playing with
other musicians much older than myself.
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We started the first set, and after two or three numbers the leader seemed to relax--he obviously became more confident that I
could do the job without a problem. Musically, it turned out to be far less demanding than I feared. The band played the same
standard tunes I played numerous times with other musicians. In fact, I knew most of the tunes myself on piano. The club was
the main club in town, and since there wasn't much to do in Kokomo in the evening (or even during the day, as it turned out),
the club was packed with customers every night, not just on the weekend. The leader was a very competent trumpet player,
and the pianist was excellent. His wife was a terrific singer with a great ear. She was pitch-perfect every night, and a few years
later she worked on Broadway in several musicals. Surprisingly, she also played the bass okay. She wasn't very tall, and I'll
never understand how she passed the height requirement for that instrument! The thirty-minute show we put on each evening
allowed me to stretch out with a long solo, and the audience was always highly appreciative of the band’s performance. At the
end of the first night, the pianist and leader congratulated me on my playing which, obviously, made me feel good.
I was young and passionate about playing and, musically speaking; the job was satisfying. It was during the day that I had
"problems.” I was used to practicing anywhere from four to eight hours a day; however, I wasn't permitted to practice on my
drum set at the club. The "noise" bothered the boss. The piano could be used from 3-5 p.m., but the piano player used that time
for his practice. I had a practice drum pad with me, but I found it difficult to get my head around practicing for long periods
on a pad in my hotel room. Moreover, the leader stayed in the room most of the day writing and arranging music, and my
tapping on a practice pad proved distracting and irritating for him.
Aside from my passion for drumming, like any other healthy teenager, my rampaging hormones caused an intense interest in
the opposite sex. While I didn't have a special girlfriend at the time, it was always easy for me to meet girls my age in New
York. In Kokomo, I found it virtually impossible to meet anyone my age. In fact, unless you played pool or went bowling
(neither of which was my cup of tea), at the time there was next to nothing to do. And as far as sight-seeing. There was little
more to view than some boring storefront windows. The pianist and his wife went off on their own every day, and most of the
time I was simply left to do my own thing.
So what was I expecting? I'm not sure, but I found myself asking, "Is that all there is?" Funny enough, some years later I
heard a wonderful recording by Peggy Lee with just that title asking the same question, "Is That All There Is?" I can't help
wondering if she chose that particular song to record partly because she had an experience similar to mine the first time she
went on the road.
When the gig came to an end, I was happy to finally return home. In the intervening years, I married and had children. From
time to time I went on the road again with larger bands as well as small groups. My passion for playing never diminished, and
I always enjoyed the musical part of the gigs and gained some invaluable experience. While I also made some close
associations with other members of the bands, the daytime reality never came up to my original expectations. No doubt other
young drummers who've been on the road with bands may have found their experience quite different to mine--perhaps even
surpassing what they hoped or imagined it would be, but as for me, the loneliness of being a long distance from home, away
from my wife, children, and close friends, proved far less gratifying than my original fantasies. And in time I came to realize
that most of my dreams of playing with wonderful musicians, seeing amazing sites, and meeting new and interesting people,
could be fulfilled in my very own hometown, New York City, the BIG APPLE!

www.joelrothman.com

To contact Joel email: info@joelrothman.com
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Wayne’s World
Meeting up with Wayne Salzmann II was somewhat intimidating, his being as young and accomplished as he is and looking
slightly more youthful to boot just wasn’t making my day. His professional career spans 20 years; he has played with some
of my heroes and studied with a number of my idols. Saltzmann has toured and recorded with Grammy-winning guitar
player Eric Johnson; he is the drummer for Bob Schneider one of the busier gigs in Austin; he is a first call session drummer
and an exceptional teacher. His live music performances average over 250 gigs per year, and he spends anywhere from 3 to
12 hours a day behind his drum kit. Wayne has given master classes at drum shops, Universities, and Music Conservatories
all over the nation and is currently the drum set educator at The University of Texas at Austin's Butler School of Music.
Salzmann has been on dozens of albums and music videos with a wide variety of artists in Jazz, Blues, Funk, R&B,
Brazilian, and African genres. Some recordings from the last few years include; Eric Johnson, (EJ); Mike Stern & Eric
Johnson, (Eclectic Guitars); Eric Johnson, (Europe Live); Jeff Hellmer Trio, (Escape); Anthony Da Costa, (Da Costa);
Gabriel Santiago Orchestra,(ALIVE); Tameca Jones, (Brown Sugar Express); Suzi Stern, (Romancing in the Dark, GATO
6, El Viento); Candace Bellamy, (Undone); Candace Bellamy, (In My Lane); Hope Morgan, (It’s About Time); Karen Goh,
(Thank You); Cliff Bond, (Vibrancy); Anna Mitchell & Pat Harris, (Traveling by Moonlight).
Born in Neenah, Wisconsin, Salzmann was lucky to be exposed to a wide variety of music at a young age. Wayne's dad was
a drummer, not a professional but his interest and understanding of the instrument gave Wayne a good foundation to build
on. Wayne was playing regular gigs at fourteen, at sixteen teaching drum lessons and won the DW/Zildjian drum solo
competition. Wayne earned a full-tuition music scholarship from the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point where he
received a student research grant to study with legendary drummers Bill Stewart, Joey Baron, Billy Martin, and Ari Hoenig.
Immediately after he earned a master's degree in music here in Austin, Salzmann was offered a job on the Jazz Faculty at the
University of Texas and has been on staff ever since.
The UT Jazz music program is one of the first in the country to offer a doctorate in Jazz, and it brings a steady influx of
talented young jazz musicians to the city.
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ADM How long have you been living in Austin,
Wayne S. We lived in a rented house for about seven years while the cost of living in the city continued to rise and finally
bought a house south of the city just a few years ago. It’s about a fifteen-minute commute that can become an hour drive in
commuter traffic.
ADM You have been privy to an exceptional music education, tell us a little about that.
What schools did you attend before becoming an adjunct educator at U T's Butler School of Music?
Wayne S. I was fortunate enough to go to a grade school where my teacher was friends with Dane Richeson, a Professor of
Music at Lawrence Conservatory of Music in Appleton, Wisconsin. Dane would visit often and expose us to many types of
drumming, he made trips to Africa to study, and I was lucky going to a school where music was such an important part of the
curriculum. My high school had Jazz Band, Marching Band, Orchestra, and Pit music for shows; I was involved in it all of it.
I went to college at The University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point (also known as UW–Stevens Point or UWSP) a public
university in Stevens Point, Wisconsin that had a great music program. My high-school friends that I played music with all
went to the same school. We played 2-3 nights a week throughout high school, then five nights a week throughout our
undergraduate studies. Then while I was doing my Masters Degree at UT, I was freelancing as many as ten gigs a week.
ADM How long have you been teaching at Butler?
Wayne S. This is my seventh year, I teach eight hours straight on Wednesdays. I began teaching drums early on when I was
sixteen in Wisconsin. I've added a class where all my students get together, have group discussions, clinics, and we have
students performing for each other. When I teach privately, I try to cover a variety of things that might not get considered in
jazz programs. I make sure that the jazz music students are also able to play a backbeat and know something about pop music
styles. I like to ensure that students can learn by being able to read and also able to learn by ear without reading. Being able to
learn a lot of music in a short period is a needed skill, I try to cover some of all of this before graduating a student. Austin is a
bridge for a student switching from academic to the professional circle, so I encourage all students to get out in it.
ADM What opportunities are there available to your students that might not be as accessible elsewhere?
Wayne S. I try to encourage them to play as often as possible. I sub gigs out to my students frequently, and some of my
students have performed at SXSW AND ACL. We have a few outstanding jam sessions in town, and I sometimes make it a
requirement for them to go. I think that falling on their face a little or being yelled at by older seasoned musicians is part of
the learning curve that I can't teach; all should get exposed to that sort of criticism, and when it happens in their professional
lives they might be better prepared.
ADM It's possibly more about the hang than
musicianship. What's your take on that?
Wayne S. I try to pass that kind of
information on to students, be able to take
direction and be open minded is sometimes a
lot more important than it is to be the best
player in town. You play 2 hours a day, and
you're together 24 hours a day on a bus, your
personality is as important as your playing if
not more so.
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ADM You've studied with some of the finest drummers in the world, tell me something you walked away with that was new
and surprising information?
Wayne S. Joey Baron's opinion about time was surprising to me because he said: "not to practice with a metronome or with
records." Rather than practicing to the metronome for hours, he thinks creating time is your job. Internalizing time without
devices might be a better approach and developing a particular push or pull on what music calls for in real time is something
we all need to think about and implement.
ADM You play with Eric Johnson, tell us a little about that?
Wayne S .I started playing with Eric in 2011 and have played on three albums with him. I haven't been playing with him
much recently he has been touring playing solo acoustic guitar and also playing the piano which was his first instrument.
The first tour I did with Eric was three weeks on the west coast, a week off and then three weeks on the east coast. The last
gig of the first leg of that tour was in Santa Fee, the show was getting rained out and instead of canceling we brought it
inside in what was a restaurant with a small stage, about two feet off the ground. We had to walk through the crowd to get to
the stage and when the show was over it was dark around the stage, and I stepped off I twisted my ankle on a two by four
attached and angling at about a 45 degrees. My ankle was sprained and puffed up about twice it's normal size. The bruise
went up to my hip; my doctor said,"You might have been better off if you broke it, this is going to take longer to heal than if
you had." I knew I wasn't going to be able to play in a week so I went out and bought a double bass drum pedal and
“shedded” the tunes for the next six days with my left foot. I ended up playing the rest of the tour with my left foot. It was
the hardest thing I’ve done, but I ended up securing the gig with Eric.
ADM "That's pretty bad ass…"
ADM Local drummers?
Wayne S. There are a bunch of world class drummers in Austin. I love going to see guys like JJ Johnson, Chris Layton,
Tommy Taylor, Todd Sucherman, Kirk Covington, Ernie Durawa, Brannen Temple, George Rains, Scott Lanningham,
Steve Schwelling, Dony Wynn, Mike Longoria, John Speice, Michael Hale, Conrad Choucroun, and the list goes on. These
guys all have a voice of their own on the drumset and have made a mark on the music they play. For instance, Tommy
Taylor is one of those guys who knows how to craft a part; he's a song drummer. There are some guys here that can take old
music and make it fresh. Those are pretty unique talents, the type of skills we usually relate to LA drummers but there are a
few local guys that can do that.
ADM Freelancing has become the only way for drummers to make ends meet in the current environment what is your take
on freelancing vs. playing with the same people.
Wayne S. I played with the same four guys for over ten years. If one of us couldn't show up, we didn't play the gig.
Nowadays even though I do projects full time, I would get bored just doing the same thing; playing a variety of styles keeps
me fresh. I play with Bob Schnieder mostly, but I play some jazz gigs, singer-songwriter gigs, and a few blues gigs. Bob has
a massive amount of music he plays, regarding one gig it is a lot of variety, but I do things like a Brazillian gig, and that
stretches my abilities. I lead a jazz trio and a funk band and write the music for both.
ADM You're writing a book, can we get a glimpse of what's inside it?
Wayne S. I was writing all these exercises for my students then all of a sudden I looked and had like 60 pages. In one
sentence, it's developing jazz vocabulary based on melodic content. It's developing skills to be able to improvise. It takes a
phrase rhythmically, and through things like orchestration, augmentation, diminution, music stuff, not necessarily drummer
stuff, teaches the student comping and soloing vocabulary.
The next few pages are a sample of Wayne's new drum book “Developing Melodic Language on the Drums.”
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Wayne has sent a sample of the book concept; he asks the student to listen to the melody until they can sing
it. The next step is playing the song on one sound source. Thirdly, he's asking the student to embellish the
melody with accents, flams, drags, and rolls or any ornamentation. Step four is orchestrating the melody
and step five is to improvise while singing that melody in your head.
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Step Three: Ornamentation - Play the melody on the snare drum using ﬂams, drags,
rolls, and accents to match the articulation, note length, and phrase structure of the melody.
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Step Four: Orchestration - Play the contour of the melody on the drums and cymbals.
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Step Five: Improvise - Keep track of the melody in your head while improvising. Try to catch
some of the phrase structure, accents, or rhythmic motifs used in the melody. Repetition and
development of ideas are great ways to maintain interest while building a solo.
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Play the Drums
Drum method for beginners
by Felipe Drago
The most important thing in Play the Drums is fun. The same fun the students have when listening to music they should have when
playing it, including the learning period. It’s not about turning people into professional drummers; it’s about making it possible for
anyone who has ever dreamed or thought of playing the drums able to do it and have fun playing with their friends.
It’s about inclusion.
Always wanted to play drums?
Now you can.
The first draft of Play the Drums dates back to 1999, and the idea came about when I arrived back in Brazil in the second half of
1998 and had a brief stint as an English teacher.
During this period I came in contact with an English course that promised to make someone who had never spoken the language
before speak and understand English with an excellent level of proficiency in just ten weeks. For that, they used Accelerated
Learning techniques.
These methods primarily consist of using images, music, and action so for me the link to teaching a musical instrument was
evident. Besides I always thought of music as a language and a universal one.
Straight away I started thinking about how to adapt it to drumming and make my future students benefit from it.
Teaching languages from day one makes students say simple phrases and hear simple dialogs which they enact. Immediately they
have the feeling of speaking the language they're learning. And that’s exactly what I want my students to experience.
It starts with central beat coordination and within a few minutes in their first lesson the student can already play simple patterns
based on quarter notes and apply them to simple songs experiencing the joy of actually playing to music.
Here’s an example.
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Here’s an example

As early as this first lesson, the students begin listening to their most-liked songs
differently, trying to see if they can identify the beats played by their favorite drummers.
The teaching techniques in Play the Drums make learning easier, faster and a lot more fun. In
the first section, the student plays drumset coordination exercises similar to sticking patterns
from the Lawrence Stone drum book, Stick Control and adding the hi-hat as a timekeeping
device, all based on quarter notes.
Example based on quarter notes.
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An example of exercises using drum fills in quarter notes.

Cutting our pizza into four slices, give us four quarters.
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The note that fills one beat in a bar is called a quarter note
(In Britain it is referred to as a crotchet.) it looks like this on the staff.

There are also symbols that represent silence with the same duration as the notes. (A whole-note rest looks like this.)

In the second section the complexity of the exercises are increased to the eighth note and keeps the same format of beats,
coordination, reading and drum fills. Unit 3 it’s time for the sixteenth note and the fourth and last unit is about eighth note
triplets.
The whole book is on 4/4 time as it’s about the basics and also most of the songs the students will relate to are in this time
signature.
The book is all about giving the students a very solid base instead of trying to teach everything there is to drumming in one
book in terms of styles, time signatures and more complex figures, such as dotted notes and the combination of eighth and
sixteenth notes.
The book is all about giving the students a very solid base instead of trying to teach everything there is to drumming in one
book in terms of styles, time signatures and more complex figures, such as dotted notes and the combination of eighth and
sixteenth notes.
Students who practice regularly finish the book within 3 to 4 months and even before that they start playing with their
friends or start looking for bands to join. The solid foundation provided by the book also allows the students to intuitively
play things that they haven’t formally learned yet and will come to understand later should they choose to progress to books
that go into mixed figures rhythms as Eight-Note Rock And Beyond.
Exactly the same way we learn even our native languages grammar and structure comes later.
Another concept I brought from language teaching is that there isn’t one single book that will make you from an absolute
beginner to an intermediate speaker, or player for that matter.
In language teaching each level has one specific book, one book for beginners, one for intermediate and one for advanced,
and after that books about specifics subjects and that’s what I looked to achieve with Play the Drums.
The first book gives a very good basis for the first steps into the world of drumming and after that the student can
confidently take his/her studies into any direction they choose be it jazz, latin, funk, odd meters, linear, etc.
The goal is to make drumming more accessible with a more contemporary teaching concept and expand drumming to a
wider audience.
.

Play the Drums is published by Wizdom Media (www.wizdom-media.com) and distributed worldwide By Alfred Music (www.alfred.com).
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Frosty
by Rob Patterson
Look up "Austin musician" in the proverbial Dictionary of Musical Cool, and you'd be likely to see next to the definition a
picture of drummer Barry "Frosty" Smith, who died on March 13 at age 71 following a long decline in his health due to heart
disease.
He wasn't born in the city that likes to call itself "The Live Music Capital of the World," but rather Bellingham, WA on
March 20, 1946. Nor did he grow up here; instead Smith came of age in the musically fertile San Francisco Bay area during
the 1960s. Frosty was better known outside of Austin for his work with, most notably, organist and singer Lee Michaels as a
keyboards/drums duo, and such esteemed soul acts as Sly & The Family Stone and Rare Earth as well as the lesser-known
band he co-founded in 1970, Sweathog, who scored a #33 Billboard chart hit in '71 with the song "Hallelujah."
Since arriving in Austin in the mid-1980s after touring with Texas roots legend Delbert McClinton, he was a constant
presence on the local scene in both the clubs and studios. His list of credits reads like an Austin Honor Role: Jimmie
Vaughan, Texas Tornados, Eric Johnson, Roky Erickson, W.C. Clark, Junior Brown, Alejandro Escovedo, Omar & the
Howlers, Toni Price, Storyville, Butch Hancock and a host of others. The list also demonstrates how Frosty knew no stylistic
boundaries.
He was part of two weekly residencies that became must-see ATX gigs: first, in the '80s, with Texas Thomas and the
Danglin’ Wranglers at Hut's Hamburgers. In 1990 he joined forces with three far younger players in Soulhat, who ruled the
roost at the Black Cat Lounge for the better part of the decade that followed, won a deal with Epic Records, and toured
nationally. Most recently he could often be seen and heard with yet another great organist, Mike Flanigan, at the Continental
Club Gallery in yet another weekly residency.
Although his years in the Texas Capital City were decidedly local, Frosty was a world-class drum talent. Listen to his work
on the 1971 #6 hit by Michaels, "Do You Know What I Mean," for a taste of his finesse on the kit – a mighty backbeat deep
in the pocket, God's own snare hit, and as players he worked with will attest, impeccable time. Another excellent showcase of
his feel, well-tuned drums, and percussive musicality can be heard on Soulhat's Live At The Black Cat Lounge. Whenever
and wherever he played in his more than three decades in Austin – when, it should be noted, he could have easily continued
an international high-profile national touring career – he proved how drums weren't just about the beat but were an integral
musical component to the song, sound, and band.
Longtime Asleep at the Wheel drummer David Sanger noted
how "I truly loved his drumming. Maybe more than I loved
anyone's." He followed Frosty in the drum slot in W.C.
Clark's band in 1985. "He was already my hero at the time,
and just the thought of filling his shoes scared me to death.
He was an inspiration to me since I first saw him play in
1979 and when I saw him on the bandstand, it was always a
thrill."
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His musical perceptiveness worked in wondrous ways, as Nakia recalls of Frosty's work on the singer's debut EP. "The first
time I met Frosty was at Mac McNabb's studio. When I arrived, Frosty was polite and serene. Mac started to play some of the
demos so Frosty could get some ideas. By the time the first song was into the chorus, I had looked over, and Frosty was
stretched out on the couch, dozing off. I was crushed. But Mac kept playing the tunes, and when the demos were done, Frosty
opened one eye and began rumbling about ideas he had and directions to take the tunes. LOL! Frosty went on to play drums
on several of my tunes and was the first drummer in Nakia & Southern Cousins."
He also had his magical way with not just playing but the drums themselves, as Charlie Jones relates in his tale of the
Enchanted Snare Drum: "Once upon a time there was a beautiful snare that I purchased from a great drummer who had it
tuned perfectly, but for some reason when I got a hold of it I couldn't quite get it to sound the way I wanted it to no matter
where I tuned it. In comes the great Frosty Smith. When I told him about the dilemma I had with this snare, he told me to
bring it to him, and he'd see what he could do.
"He was playing one night at the Continental Gallery, and I brought it upstairs thinking he might just have a gander at it and
perhaps take it home for a spell and figure out the intricacies and idiosyncrasies. Instead, when he saw me walk in with it
during one of his songs, he motioned for me to come over. I sort of looked around left and right to make sure he was
gesturing at me, and then I proceeded to the stage with my problem child as he's playing. He says, 'Is that the one?' I said,
"Yep, that's the one." And he said, "Hand it to me."
I was rather perplexed by this because the man obviously had at least eight tentacles, but I thought they were all currently
employed for playing percussive wizardry. As it turned out, there must have been more arms or something because he in
some way grabbed my snare while taking his snare out of the basket replacing it with my snare and proceeded to tune it as he
was playing a song. And I'm talking about tuning the top and bottom heads. He handed the snare back to me after one or two
songs he played on it. To my surprise when he handed the drum back to me – and this is not a joke, and I'm not trying to
over-mystify what was already a mystical situation – but it seemed that that snare drum had a bright yellow glow all around it
when he handed it to me. And to make a long story short, that snare drum has sounded incredible ever since, and I can tune it
anywhere very very high or very very low, and it sounds like a dream."
"Back in 1999 in was drumming in Seth Walker's band and in August of that year we recorded Seth's second CD, Meet Me In
The Middle out at Pedernales with Stuart Sullivan at the helm," recalls Mark Hays. "Frosty had played drums on Seth's first
CD, so following him into Seth's band was a little bit intimidating.
"I had recorded the basic tracks for the new record and came in a
day or so later to witness Frosty doing percussion overdubs. I
watched through the glass as he cut a track playing on some sort of
small hand drum that was about the size of a small ashtray with a
goatskin head. Later, Stuart played back the title track so I could
check out the percussion parts Frosty had dubbed before I got there.
The song had a sort of New Orleans second-line feel to it. I couldn't
believe my ears! The track grooved so hard I simply couldn't
believe it was me on drums. I commented that it was cool that
they'd had Frosty recut the drums too, to which Stuart replied that
they hadn't, and it really was me on the kit!
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"That's the first time it struck me what a true artist Frosty was. Not only was he a drummer of formidable talent, but he also
had the ability to make others sound good, even if they hadn't played together in the same room on the same day."
Brannen Temple recalls how "I subbed for Frosty on an Antone's Stormy Monday Blues Jam with Derek O'Brien, Riley
Osborne, Malford Milligan and Larry Fulcher. Back in the days of them having this house drum set of beat-to-hell Tama Sea
Foam Green backline drums.
"I was young. I called Frosty and asked, 'Say, man, they still have them Tama's? Should I bring my shit? Holla back!' Frosty
called me and left a message in a really dry sounding voice saying, 'Brannen. Frosty. Be a Man." CLICK. Meaning, just play.
The gear has nothing to do with the music and the expression, and you should be ready and capable of making music on any
and everything!"
And for Frosty, being a man also had its personal elements, as Patrice Pike explains. "He showed so many of us in his own
brilliant way how to be graceful, aware, musically sensitive and to be available to others while still keeping to self what one
needs to maintain the musician life with humanity intact."
First hit by congestive heart failure in 2002, Smith recovered and continued to play. In 2015 he was affected by a heart attack,
stroke, and pneumonia, and largely incapacitated. Various benefit shows and efforts to aid in his medical bills and living
expenses reflected the respect and affection that the friendly and modest soul earned from local musicians and fans
With a talent that could easily have been known and celebrated worldwide – Frosty's playing on the kit with his hands was an
influence on the legendary John Bonham of Led Zeppelin – Frosty's deliciously soulful and energetic rhythms will echo in
Central Texas for years to come.
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Pedal Control
By Stephane Chamberland
What is technique? We, drummers, have had so many debates about the right method. Hand technique remains a
significant topic for serious drummers. We must clarify the word ‘technique.' A technique is a way of doing something.
During a recent lesson, a student wanting to work on technique asked me to show him the paradiddle, working on
technique and learning to play a paradiddle is a confusion in terms; a paradiddle is not a technique, it's a rudiment. The
way you perform the rudiment would be a measurement of your technique. The more techniques you know, the greater the
number of tools you have in your toolbox to complete the desired task. I have been fortunate to have had the opportunity to
study with great technicians such as Dom Famularo and Jim Chapin for many years. Along the way, I have studied

techniques such as those commonly known as, ‘The Free Stroke,' ‘The Moeller Technique,' the ‘pumping’ motion,
‘upstrokes’ and ‘downstrokes’ in both ‘formal and informal’ applications. I was searching for a long time for teachers who
understood in detail all the tools necessary for me to achieve amazing results within my playing. Watching drummers like

Jojo Mayer, Dave Weckl, and Steve Gadd, one can’t help but be impressed with the many techniques they have added to
their toolbox. As both a student and a teacher, I believe that when one is given proper and precise direction with hours of
practice, he or she can quickly attain the performance levels they wish to reach.
What about your feet?
I was blown away when I started to realize that all the techniques I was learning for my hands were also applicable to the
feet. At that time Dom Famularo and Joe Bergamini were working on this new book, Pedal Control, that would explain in
detail many of the techniques for the feet in much the same way as their prior publication, It’s Your Move, did for the
hands. It’s Your Move is arguably the best book available for learning technique. I was fortunate to have been asked by

Dom and Joe to join them in working on this amazing book. The first section teaches the techniques and the second section
gives lots of practical exercises to get comfortable with and develop what you studied in the first section. It covers basic
foot techniques like the heel down, heel up (ankle), heel up (legs), and entire legs techniques. In music, we use dynamics to
play from soft to loud and different techniques to play from slow to fast. This diagram illustrates well the range of
expression of how each style fits into each technique needed:
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We can use different positions and velocities for what we want to achieve. Look at this diagram to understand better how
to adapt your technique for your musical situations:

Building a great technique is like making a great salad. We select different elements to make up the salad. Separately, if we
take the time to choose quality ingredients, it will affect the final result. If we choose the best vegetables, the finished salad
will be amazing when we put everything together. Technique is the same. We learn and master every technique first; then
we start mixing them together. The final result would be to know all the positions, all the techniques, and all the
possibilities to put them together. So, while grooving, in the same way, we play dynamics on snare and hi-hat, we can do
the same for the bass drum. We can play accents, flams and drags on the pedals. We will use heels down, heels up, legs
and ankles, and entire legs to better serve the music.
Hands and feet at the same degree
The final goal is to work hard enough to be able to have total freedom to bring our foot technique to the same level as our
hand technique. It is very much the same concept. All the techniques that you use for your hands also apply to the feet. I
highly recommend books like Stick Control by George Lawrence Stone, Master Studies by Joe Morello, Bass Drum
Control by Colin Bailey, and Pedal Control by Dom Famularo and Joe Bergamini. The next step would be to read actual
notation for the snare drum but played on your pedals with your feet. Here is an excerpt from Pedal Control (Wizdom
Media – Alfred Publishing) that will show you how cool it could be to play a real piece with your pedals.
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Imagine now how you could incorporate such fantastic ideas into your grooves. Double bass or single pedal (one foot on
the hi-hat) you will be blown away by the myriad possibilities. Watch drummers like Bill Stewart, Tomas Lang, Claus
Hessler, and Virgil Donati, who push the art of pedal technique to the next level. Have fun and be patient with your
progress. Practice little by little on a constant basis, and you will see the evolution. Ask a great teacher to help you in the
process and make sure your equipment is in good shape. There’s an old saying, ‘The devil is in the details.' It’s in the
details that you will see the difference.

global2steph@icloud.com

www.stephanechamberland.com
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The Derek Trucks Band (often called simply, Derek Trucks) is the debut album by American jam band The
Derek Trucks Band, released on October 7, 1997. The album was recorded between September 30-October 4,
1996 at Dockside Studios, Maurice, LA. The album is composed mainly of re-arranged jazz and blues classics.
Derek was seventeen years old at the time of the release of the album. In 2008, the album was made available
digitally, and is now available on iTunes, and other online retailers like Real, Rhapsody, Yahoo! Music,
eMusic, Napster, and Puretracks.
The track Naima, one of my personal favorite jazz tunes to "f%$k-up" is a testament to what a monster Trucks
was already at seventeen.
Yonrico Scott plays drums on this track and lays out a 16th note cymbal slur for the first 16 bars before laying
down a 2 and four backbeat at measure seventeen.
The two-measure pattern is (One, two, three and four, one, ee and a two and three and four, swung) with an
eighth-note jazz ride on the hi-hat for a time-line.
Yonico hangs on to that backbeat for the next 16 measures and puts four on the rim with a cross-stick for the b
section for three measures. He moves it to three on the floor with a cymbal slur at measure four and adds a nice
flam triplet pick-up and repeats the process (simile) before the next verse.
The 2nd verse is 8 bars, and a C section is added, a bar of 4 and a crazy 9/8 measure, just to keep you on your
toes.
Yonrico Scott - drums, tympani,
conga drums, shakers, tambourine,
maracas, seabass, chimes
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http://www.joelrothman.com/books.html
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Finely crafted world percussion
instruments... and classes!

512-453-9090

DrumzAustin.com Austin, TX
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